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War Diaries

• Mexican Punitive Expedition, 1916

• World War I, 1917-1919

• World War II, 1942-1945



Mexican Punitive Expedition, 1916

• Followed Francisco (“Pancho”) Villa’s attack on Columbus, New 

Mexico

• Led by General John J. Pershing

• First combat experience for Patton, aide to Pershing



World War I, 

1917-1919



World War II

• North Africa

• Sicily

• France

• Battle of  the Bulge



Two additional diaries

1910 

Honeymoon

Fox hunting in Fauquier Co., Virginia, 

1932-1935



Crowdsourcing Options

Original diaries Annotated typed transcripts



Annotated Typed Transcripts

•Were prepared after the fact

•Differ from the original diary entries: Abbreviations are spelled out, nicknames are converted to full 

names, misspelled words are corrected, contexts are embellished, and the candidness of  Patton’s 

observations is made more diplomatic.

•Are occasionally annotated and hand-corrected.  Your transcriptions will capture these annotations and 

make the full transcripts word searchable

•Note: There is no typed transcript of  the 1910 honeymoon diary. Patton’s WWII diary from May to 

December 1945 exists only as a transcript. The original diary pages are not in the collection.



Original Diaries



The importance of  transcribing Patton’s 

original diaries: Capturing Patton’s 

observations as he wrote them. 

The next slide shows one example of  an important 
difference between the original diaries and typed 

transcripts.



Chenogne, Belgium, massacre of  German 

prisoners, January 1, 1945 

Original diary entry

“The Div is very green and took 

unnecessary losses to no effect. Also 

murdered 50 odd German med. I 

hope we can conceal this." 

(Jan. 4, 1945, entry)

Annotated transcript version

" The division is very green and took 

unnecessary losses to no effect. There 

were also some unfortunate incidents 

in the shooting of  prisoners. (l hope 

we can conceal this.)"

https://www.loc.gov/resource/mss35634.00111/?sp=110&r=0.111,0.254,0.802,0.372,0
https://www.loc.gov/resource/mss35634.00309/?sp=35&r=-0.156,0.095,1.228,0.634,0


Reveal podcast, “Take No Prisoners: Inside a 

WWII American War Crime,” July 28, 2018

https://www.revealnews.org/episodes/take-no-prisoners-inside-a-wwii-american-war-crime/


Suggestions for coping 
with Patton’s 
challenging 
handwriting



Use the typed transcripts as a guide

• Find a page in the original diary to transcribe. Note the date.

• Some daily entries are several pages long. You may need to go back several pages to find 

the date

• Locate the typed transcript for that entry. Read it to get a sense of  what is 

going on.

• Go back to the original and begin transcribing. Refer back to the typed 

transcript for any words you can’t decipher. 



Be certain, however, to transcribe the 

original diary entry as Patton wrote it!

Abbreviate what he abbreviated, misspell what he misspelled, retain 

the nicknames he used. 

Use the typed transcript only as a guide



Locating the relevant transcription



Downloadable month-by-month listing of  

transcripts



A warning about the unfiltered 
nature of  Patton’s diaries

This transcription campaign may not be suitable for all groups 

of  volunteers, particularly those at the K-12 level



The diaries contain . . .

• Objectionable statements that reflect the callousness of  war

• Anti-Semitic comments

• Possibly additional socially and racially intolerant views about other groups 

• Likely use of  obscenities and vulgar language 


